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This report has been carried out on behalf of St Michaels & All Angels Church
PCC, and is concerned with a visual inspection of the structure of the property. In
particular it does not deal with such other non structural matters as asbestos,
damp proof courses, mould, rot or beetle attack on timber or the condition of
services or finishes.

References to left and right are as viewed facing the front of the hall.

Brief from Client:
Harold James (London) Ltd was appointed to carry out a survey of the existing
structure and provide a report relating to:
• The current condition of the building and any required repair works
• Issues relating to the continued use of the building (up to and including the
duration of repair works)

Description of the structure:
The existing building is a single-storey church hall with loadbearing rendered
brickwork perimeter walls supporting timber trusses at approximately 3.2m
centres.

The roof cladding is a corrugated sheet system, spanning down the roof slope,
presumably over purlins hidden by the soffit boards. It is likely that the roof
sheeting is an asbestos cement system, but this would need to be confirmed.
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The trusses are a combination of timber members forming the rafters and upper
internal chords, and steel rods forming the lower tie chords (refer to photographs)
The external masonry walls have facing piers to the outside that align with the
positions of the trusses. Closer inspection suggests that these piers are not part
of a solid wall construction, and may have been added during the life of the
building, though opening-up works (partially removing the render adjacent to the
side of the pier) would be required to confirm this. Notwithstanding the date and
method of installation of the brick piers, they would appear to be bonded to the
wall behind forming a solid construction (see below)

There is a porch structure with pitched roof forming the entrance doorway toward
the rear of the left hand flank wall.

Observed defects:
1. Movement of side porch
There are signs of significant movement between the porch structure and the
main building, suggesting a settlement of the foundations to the porch side walls
and a rotation of the walls away from the building itself (refer to photographs).

2. Spread of roof and consequential effects
The trusses supporting the roof of the main building have settled over the age of
the building, caused by a combination of:
• Distortion of the connection between the steel tie rods and the timber truss
chords.
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• Deflection of the highly-stressed timber truss chords

This settlement has caused the feet of the truss to push outward, causing a
lateral movement of the head of the wall. The loss of verticality of the wall can be
seen along both flank walls of the building, most noticeably from the inside.
The facing brick piers show vertical cracks in several locations, affecting
approximately 50% of the piers to a greater or lesser extent. There is no cracking
visible from inside, though the skirting board across the length of the hall is
located over the most likely position of internal cracking.

Impact of movement and required works
1. Movement of side porch
The movement of the porch structure is currently so severe as to warrant
removing the porch and rebuilding it. It is likely (though not currently
demonstrated) that the porch has been built on a shallow concrete slab
foundation which has settled downward. The porch would need to be rebuilt on a
deeper foundation (ideally the same depth as the main building footings)

2. Spread of Roof
The combined effect of the outward movement of the wall at eaves level and the
vertical load imposed by the trusses themselves generates a considerable
pressure on the outside face of the external brickwork (assuming there is a
positive connection between the outside brick pier and the wall behind). This is a
possible cause of the vertical cracking present on the faces of the brick piers.
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It is possible that further loading of the roof (typically under snow conditions)
would cause further spread of the roof trusses, with a greater deflection of the
head of the wall and greater stress to the brickwork.

In order to prevent further spread of the roof the trusses could be stiffened by
upgrading the connections between the members and stiffening the sloping rafter
chords, possibly by fixing new steel plates to the sides of the timber sections.
Further analysis and design would be required to ascertain these details.
However, the degree of lean of the wall at present is such that even in its current
position the brickwork may become overstressed under future snow loading
leading to further cracking to the piers and loss of strength.

Therefore the wall would need to be rebuilt in a true vertical profile, and a new
connection formed to the feet of the strengthened roof trusses.
Depending on the nature and robustness of the existing foundations (unknown at
the time of reporting) it is likely that the foundations would need to be replaced
along with the new wall.

The trusses must be left undisturbed (and not ‘cranked’ back to their original
profile) since to do so may disturb the asbestos sheet roofing above.

Summary of Recommendations
In order to retain and refurbish the existing building the following works should be
carried out:
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1. Demolish and rebuild the porch structure on a new foundation to match
the depth of existing.

2. Strengthen the roof trusses by upgrading the timber-timber and timbersteel connections, and providing additional bracing pieces to timber
members

3. Provide temporary support to the ends of the trusses and
demolish/rebuild the wall, taking care to maintain lateral stability of the
overall building, and avoiding movement of the roof sheeting above.

4. Install a new steel shoe detail to the base of the truss member to allow
a connection between the truss feet and the new vertical walls.

Use of the building
It is likely that the deflection of the roof is induced by snow-loading events, and
as such the performance of the building in further snowy conditions is uncertain.
Therefore while the building could be used temporarily under normal weather
conditions it would not be advisable to use the hall in wintry conditions, and the
structure should be checked after significant snowfall for further movement prior
to being used again.

The long-term performance of the hall over future years cannot be assured.
The nature and extent of the required refurbishment works will in our opinion
preclude the use of the building while the works are being carried out, since
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a) the contractor will need to erect new hoardings within the room to maintain
safe working space, which will limit the usable space between,
and
b) the works involving overhead asbestos sheeting presents a significant risk to
site staff and public.

For the above reasons it may be more practicable and cost-effective to demolish
the building and replace it with a new structure. While not covered in the report,
we understand that there are a number of ancillary issues relating to damp, floor
insulation and costs of heating that would be resolved by a new building.
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Figure 1 - Typical truss configuration

Figure 2 - Distortion of truss tie rod connection
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Figure 3 - Typical cracking to external masonry pier

Figure 4 - Cracking to porch structure
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